
Introduction to Medieval English Literature and Culture Langeslag

Exam Specifications

The exam takes place Thursday 24 July in KWZ ⒈731, 12:00 sharp–14:00 sharp.

Structure
⒈ Lecture material (25% — count 30 minutes)

⒉ Seminar material (75% — count 90 minutes)

⒜ Commentary on a seen passage of Old English verse (2⒉5% of total)
⒝ Translation of an unseen passage of Old English prose (30% of total)
⒞ Discussion of a seen Middle English text (2⒉5% of total)

Specification
Lecture Material
Professor Rudolf will provide the questions relating to the lecture; I have no further information.

Commentary
This assignment will quote a short verse passage (8–12 lines, with no or minimal glosses) that
has been translated and discussed in class. You will be asked to comment on all aspects of the
passage: form (rhythm and alliteration; diction), content/argument, and cultural context. This
part is usually left wide open: you will be given a passage and are expected to comment on it, and
on the wider text from which it has been excerpted, without further instruction. To prepare for
this assignment, reread your class notes for Cædmon’s Hymn and The Dream of the Rood and the
editors’ notes below the text in the textbook, but also read Ó Carragáin and North, “The Dream
of the Rood and Anglo-Saxon Northumbria”, provided on StudIP, and closely study the example
commentary on the reverse of this sheet! You can anticipate much of what should be in your
commentary ahead of time.

Unseen Passage
This will be a short extract of Old English prose, thoroughly but not exhaustively glossed. Words
that we have often encountered may not be glossed, and the same is true for words whose senses
are transparent from their Modern English or German reflexes. To prepare for this, learn your
paradigms, but also practise reading familiar and new prose texts in the textbook.
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Discussion
This is a short essay question which you should answer in (roughly) one to three paragraphs. It will
concern the Middle English text we have read (i.e. The Franklin’s Tale) and explore one particular
issue the author raises, or a cultural phenomenon he explores. For instance, the poem ends with
the question which character in the tale is “the most free”; that could be a natural essay question
to ask here. You may or may not be given a choice to answer one question out of several questions.

Example Commentary
Ðā se eorl ongan for his ofermōde89
ālȳfan landes tō fela lāþere ðēode.
Ongan ceallian þā ofer cald wæter
Byrhtelmes bearn (beornas gehlyston):
‘Nū ēow is gerȳmed, gāð ricene tō ūs,
guman tō gūþe; God āna wāt94
hwā þǣre wælstōwe wealdan mōte.’
Wōdon þā wælwulfas (for wætere ne murnon),
wīcinga werod, west ofer Pantan,
ofer scīr wæter scyldas wēgon,
lidmen tō lande linde bǣron.99

Your commentary should look somewhat like this:
This passage is in Old English alliterative long lines, with four stressed syllables per
line, two to three of which alliterate (e.g. “alyfan landes … lāþere”, l. 90). It could be
argued that the sibilance of line 98 (“scir … scildas”) evokes the sound of mailcoats
ringing as the Norsemen advance. In addition, the extended alliteration on /w/ across
lines 96–98 brings to mind the exclamation wā (“woe”), thus offering a subjective
reading of the action on a phonic level.
The scene is from the poem The Battle of Maldon, a fictionalized account of the
historical Battle of Maldon, which was fought in East Anglia in  991 between
a Viking raiding party and the Anglo-Saxon forces (or fyrd) rallied to ward off the
raiders.
Although the passage describes the plain action preceding the battle, it also introduces
the theme of pride (ofermōd, l. 89): it is this flaw that leads ealdorman Byrhtnoð
(the speaker in this extract) to permit the Vikings to land. The poet’s sympathies are
nevertheless plainly with the Anglo-Saxons, as the Vikings are referred to as wælwulfas
(“wolves of slaughter”, l. 96), a term exclusively used with negative connotations. The
word furthermore evokes (by association) the motif of the beasts of battle, in which
ravens and wolves circle the scene of an upcoming battle in expectation of carrion.
The hostility of the scene is further brought out by referring to the river Pante as
ceald wæter (“cold water”, l. 91). Although the tidal waters around England are always
cold, even in August when this battle is thought to have taken place, the reference
here serves to extend the unpleasantness of the exchange to the landscape by a device
resembling pathetic fallacy.
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Although the poet blames Byrhtnoð for his decision to allow the Vikings onto land,
his referring the outcome of the battle to God (ll. 94b–95) suggests his piety. Indeed,
the knowledge that he dies in battle at a later point in the poem makes him something
of a martyr, especially since the Vikings were heathens and are commonly so identified
both in the poem and in contemporary chronicles. Byrhtnoð’s authority is suggested
by the observation that “beornas gehlyston” (“warriors listened [to his words]”, l. 92b).
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